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Missionaries in Two Places

SYDNEY
Rev R. A. Woodward,
formerly Master-in-Order of
The Illawarra Grammar
School, was inducted as rector of Hurstville on May 21
Rev M. Birch has been
issued with an authority to
officiate.
Rev B. J. Lee resigned as
curate of Lalor Park on April
15, and has gone to secular
work. He has been issued
with an authority to officiate.
Canon R. A. Cole commenced work as the Federal
Secretary of the Church Missionaty Society on May 1,
and was installed as an
honourary Canon of St Andrew's Cathedral on May 30.
Rev J. M. Cohler, formerly curate of Hunters Hill has
accepted the position of Rector of Granville.
Rev W. G. Coughlan died
on May 26.
Rev Dr P. Barnett, Holy
Trinity, Adelaide is to
become Master, Robert Menzies College, Macquarie
University, Sydney, from
December.
MELBOURNE
Rev P. T. Hill will transfer
from incumbency St David's
East Doncaster to incumbency of Holy Trinity Hampton.
Rev G. Morrow will
transfer from curacy of St
Stephen's, Belmont, to
Minister-in-Charge of St
Peter's, Fawkner.
Rev K. J. Brierty became
Area Dean of Preston on
June 1.
Rev Canon L. L. Morris
retired from Principal and
Chaplain Ridley College,
Melbourne.
ADELAIDE
Rev R. Piper, Kiama, is to
become Rector, Holy Trinity,
Adelaide.
, GRAFTON
Rev E. Griffith transfers
from Church of Our Lady,
Bonalbo to Rector of St
Margaret's Bellingen on July
13.
Rev G. Pacey assisting
Priest St Andrew's Lismore
becomes Rector of Church of
Our Lady, Bonalbo on
August 6.

S2M MOSQUE
FOR
MELBOURNE
According to The Age
newspaper, there are plans to
build a Muslim mosque with
twin minarets, morgue,
creche, administration block,
a home for Muslim priests
and Iwo guest flats, etc for $2
million at Creensborough,
one of Melbourne's northern
suburbs. The plans are not
yet approved.

Joe and Eileen Lemon

SIX MONTHS HERE
SIX MONTHS THERE
Joe and Eileen Lenton, who have had 20 years
experience with the European Christian Mission, have
embarked on a new venture which will lake them to
Italy for six months of each year.
Mr Lenton was born in the
province of Venice and came
to Australia at the age of
four. In 1942 he enlisted in
the AIF and saw service in
the Solomon Islands.
Upon returning from active service he found that his
Italian-speaking father had a
Bible in his own language.
"This floored me," said
Mr Lenton, "as we had
always been a strict Roman
Catholic family and the Bible
was a prohibited book to us.
"It had come our way
through a local Anglican
minister."
Mr Lenton said his father
had always been loyal to the
king. In 1946, upon learning
that George VI was a member
of the Church of England, he
had gone to see the local rector.
Due to the language barrier, the rector arranged for
an Italian Bible to be
delivered to the home. At the
same time, Mr Joe Lenton
was becoming dissatisfied
with the teaching of Rome,
even though he had been
head altar boy until 17 years
of age.
When he came home from
the Army, he started reading
the Bible with his father and
the rest of the family, eventually obtaining an English
Bible for himself. Within two
years the parents and two of
their sons, Joe and Bill, had
all become Christians and
joined the local Anglican
Church.

After the war, Mr Joe Lenton established a service station and motor engineering
works.
In 1950 he married an
Australian girl at
Wahroonga.
"As a warden of the
church I was actively involved. We did scripture instruction in the schools and taught
in the Sunday School. The
'59 Crusade made us interested in outreach amongst
Italians and from that
development our interest in
ECM.
"In 1968 we went out as
missionaries to Perugia and
later to Verona.
"It is to Verona that we
look forward to returning for
six months of every year to
encourage the local congregation and direct missionary
outreach.
"Our time with ECM was
very happy. We are leaving
because our family responsibilities mean we are able to
serve only on a short-term
basis."
Mr and Mrs Lenton have
three sons all of whom are active in evangelistic work with
Italians.
Mr and Mrs Lenton plan to
fly to Italy on July 9.
Most people love a cheap
religion, and like it best when
they can devolve the expense
of it on others.
— A. W. Pink
1 Sam 9

WHO ON
EARTH
WANTS
GOOD NEWS?
The Bible Society was horn
in I.ondon in 1804, and now
175 sears later, it is a worldwide missionary organisation.
Why the growth? Way
back in the 1770s, a young
Welsh girl named Mary Jones
wanted to read the Good
News of Jesus Christ. It took
Mary six years to save
enough money and then she
had to walk 40 kilometres to
buy a copy. That copy happened to be the last one in
stock.
At that time some concerned Christians saw the need
and so the Bible Society was
formed. The growth is directly attributable to need.
Around the world people
learnt to read the scriptures
in their own language and at
a price they can afford to
pay.
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Bill Williams, Information Officer, National Public Relations
Department, The Bible Society in Australia.
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National Bible Society
Week runs from July 28
through to August 5. This
year's theme is "Who on
Earth Wants Good News?"
If you believe the Good News
of Jesus Christ is relevant and
that every person should have
the opportunity to read the
Word, then support the Bible
Society in your capital city.
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Miss Beatrice Gerdes, a past Australian Chairman of Girls'
Friendly Society, congratulates Elizabeth Dunn on being
named GFS Centenary Girl. She was chosen by a panel of
judges chaired by Lady Loane from 12 finalists representing
the Sydney District. Elizabeth has been a member of GFS for
I I years, and is from the 200-strong group at Castle Hill.

NEW
PRESIDENT
FOR SIL
Dr Kenneth L. Pike, a
pioneer linguist with Wycliffe
Bible Translators, has been
named president emeritus of
the Summer Institute of
Linguistics (SIT), Wycliffe's
sister organisation.
He has been SIL 's top administrator since 1942 and
has been associated with
Wycliffe since its inception in
1935.
Dr Pike was the principal
of the first SIL linguistics
school in Australia in 1950.
Dr Kenneth Gregerson,
linguistics consultant with
SIL 's Indonesian Branch,
succeeds Dr Pike as President.
Dr Gregerson and his wife,
Marilyn, an MA in anthropology, joined Wycliffe.
in 1960 and, until 1975, were
translators to the Renfao
people of Vietnam.
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Family's Prelude to World Tour
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"THE COMMAND OF CHRIST
CHRISTIANS CAN'T DELEGATE"

Latest figures show the
United Bible Societies
distributed 503 million scripture items around the world
in 1978. But still the task is
enormous. To keep pace with
the growing scripture needs
the Bible Society has set a
global target of $18.4 million
for next financial year. This
is a substantial increase on
the $14 million target figure
for this current financial
year.

Bringing you the most important Church
news from Australia and overseas every two
weeks.
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Andrew's House. Sydney Square, Sydney. NSW, 2000.
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It is unusual, however, for personnel in the secular media
to make the change into the religious media arena. One man
who has recently made the transition is Bill Williams,
At 29, Bill Williams has worked in commercial radio for
the past five years. Those five years have taken him to three
radio stations; initially starting as a class 2 announcer at
Grafton, New South Wales, and progressing to the position of
programme manager at Gold Coast Tweed Radio 972 MW.
Employed as a journalist in the National Public Relations
Department of the Bible Society based in Canberra, but with
the specific title of Information Officer, Bill Williams sees the
position as a great challenge.
He said: "It fulfils an ambition to write creatively, but
more importantly it opens the door to write for the Creator.
The two ingredients have been in my conscious thinking for
some years, but I had no idea they would melt together in this
fashion."

an independent
provocative
evangelical voice

Enter me as a new Subscriber to the Australian Church
Record. I enclose $6.00, Subscription for 12 months'
issues.
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In the Radio and Television industry it is not
unusual for personnel to switch from one medium to the
other. Nor is it unheard of for radio and TV people to
make the break into the print media.

The Australian Church Record has been
bringing the news on Church affairs for
nearly 100 years
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Australia's most consistent and successful Christian recording group, Family, are about to
launch themselves on their biggest concert lour ever. The tour is being billed as a "World
Concert Tour" and will take them to all Slates of Australia as well as New Zealand and the
United States.
To coincide with this tour, a new album by Family, their seventh, is being rush released.
The album was produced by American producer Chris Christian here in Sydney and mixed
back at his studios in Nashville, giving the album an international flavour.
A Sydney concert is scheduled for August 25. Bookings may be made by phoning
212 2366.
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Mr (lharles Colson. es-Nixon hatchet man and now a commileil Christian working full time in the Prison 'Fellowship was inienie,cd
at
Sydney Airport by the Press on arrival for a short visit connected with the premiere of the film "Born Again" and to look at the prison es stem
in Australia. Photo: Ramon Williams
Only three people responded as a result of an appeal by the head of (he
NSW Prisons on the Media to help in the
community MY olvetnen1 in the work among prisoners, Mr Charles Colson was told hs Government officials during Iris r isii to
Sydney. lie told the Church Record, "While the general public is under no
obligation at all to give up their time to seek to
minister to the needs of those who are in prison, (he church
has a clear mandate from Jesus to go into prisons as the body of
Christ and minister. "I was in prison and you visited me."
•
• To page 2

ETVTIONAIL
NASA celebrated the tenth anniversary of their space
odyssey with the safe arrival of the American sky
laboratory in Australia and the Indian Ocean. The
world in general and the Australian public were glad to
see the last of this great piece of American hardware,
although it constituted one of the great achievements of
our decade in the eyes of many.
The uncertainty of its place of entry and the possible
hazards raises the questions in the minds of many as to
why such an immense object nine stories high and 77.5
tons weight was ever put into orbit, if its re-entry
constituted such a threat to human life.
The answer of the NASA officials was that with the
abandoning of further manned space journeys, it was
decided to use the excess material to put together this
laboratory.
Those who listened to the nonchalant way the
officials gave assurances of 1:150 chances of being
killed by a piece of falling debris should rightfully be
disturbed by the attitude of space technologists to
human life. The unemotional way in which we were told
that tracking facilities had lost the position of sky lab on
its re-entry may have been done so as not to alarm any
listening that a piece could be headed in their direction.
There was little comfort in the low keyed announcement
that USA troops were poised to go anywhere in the
world to "help" any country showered by unwanted
debrie.
What is disturbing is that space technology had
sufficient knowledge to make the same sets of

• Letters
Land and Christian Justice
Lord, Lord
Other Extreme to Rome
Against New Areas Committee
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THE LESSON OF SKY LAB

calculation of the risks for human life at the time of
launching as it did on re-entry. Who then was
responsible for deciding to launch it?
It appears to be a very acceptable attitude that all
activities involve some fatal "risk" for the humans, and
this is simply the price of progress. It is very doubtful
that the mandate front God to subdue the earth, and
apparently space should be carried out knowing there is
such a risk to human life.
There may have been some political mileage for our
Prime Minister to remind the President of the United
States that we should not allow the present situation to
obscure the fact that it was a remarkable technological
achievement. What we must not allow to be'obscured is
the moral decision for the human factor that was
made by men who were consumed with the greatness of
their technological achievements at NASA. The Biblical
doctrine of creation places man in a prime position of
importance in the world, and we must operate on the
same basis.
On the risk factor argument scientists have supported
the introduction of nuclear power even though there are
known risks to human life, and it is possible to calculate
the rise in the occurance of cancer as a result of this for
those who work or live with the umbrella of such power
stations. It is defended on the grounds that the ratio of
nuclear risk to ordinary industrial risk if far lower, and
therefore it is justified on those grounds.
In the field of medical research, it has become
acceptable to allow drugs on the market knowing there

Moore College
Library

will be a risk factor for a small percentage 01 the users,
but the benefits of the drugs far outweigh the risks. The
desire for profits by multi-national drug companies of a
break through of new drugs is so crucial to their
operation, that risk factor can become a secondary
consideration.
Alongside the lily white image of the medical
researcher lies the vast dollar signs of management in
the drug companies. For the recipients there is the blind
trust that hopefully he is not one of a certain percentage
who will react unfavourably or fatally to the drug.
The long term effects of some forms of contraception
were unknown when the drug was first launched, but
when they gradually became evident, they were still
given out in huge quantities after medical examination.
But there were known risks, and fatalities were clearly
documented. Still the contemporary world accepts the
view that we should proceed on the basis of what is not
harmful to the majority is acceptable.
Technocrats make moral judgements on this basis
which affect our lives. The sky lab human risk factor
was but one of many such examples. We can be grateful
to our God that in His mercy there were no fatalities.
We ought to take note of why the sky lab crisis came
about, and to remember that such a basis of operation is
acceptable in our modern world. It lies within our power
as Christians to make sure that we do not operate on the
same basis in our work, as well as in our living -at a
personal, congregational or denominational level.
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"The present situation in
NSW is one that is wide.open
to the ministry of Christian
people, and we will neither
fulfil the command of Jesus,
nor meet the present
opportunity given by the
Prisons Service by simply
delegating the responsibilits
to denominational chaplains.
"They have their function,
but it is not a job that can be
done by individuals single
handed. The Prisons Service
clearly sees this. Will the
Christian people? The
American experience has
shown that the prisoners can
best be ministered to when
lay people are involved as
well.
"In England as well, there
has also been an
acknowledgement that unless
the community becomes
involved in helping in the
prison work, it is difficult to
really meet the needs of those
who are in prison."
Mr Colson was in Sydney
partly to launch the Film
"Born Again" (see the
review on page seven), and
also to observe the work
which is being done in
prisons. He is head of the
Prison Fellowship which
commenced after his own
imprisonment for seven
months in a USA prison as a
result of his work as a Special
Assistant to President
Richard Nixon.
The Prison Fellowship has
begun also in England as a
separate entity to the USA

We all know that happiness is more dependent on our psychological health
than on our physical health. A person who is happily related to his wife and
family and to his friends, can put up with physical pain and physical disabilities
without losing his happiness, hut a perfectly healthy person who is al odds with
himself, devoid of friends and in strife at home, is unhappy, so much so that he
may be driven to suicide.

and is finding a ready
ministry. In addition to
actual missions by team in
the prisons, Christian lay
people are involved in a
contact ministry of letter
writing and subsequent
visitation and after prison
care.
Mr Colson said that the
person in prison is open to
listening to the Gospel
message, not as an escape
from his present situation,
but because it has power to
give an alternative life to live.
Most people w acid rather
he told their fortune than
their duty, how to be rich
than how to be saved.
— A. W. Pink on
1 Sam 9

Injury that is done to our
psyche and to our relationships with others is more
devastating, yet much
harder to pinpoint than injury to our physical wellbeing. It is in the areas of
human relationships that
obscenity and pornography
does its damage.
Our sexual life and our
sexual feelings are vehicles
for establishing true relationships and if this side of
our life becomes twisted in
its development by pornography or homosexuality, we will not be able to
relate properly to other people, and so the chief object
of life and its main source
of joy will be denied us,
even though our bodies remain perfectly healthy.
God's Word uniformly
condemns dirty talk, filthy
jesting and impure actions.
We are not to allow our
minds to meditate on these
subjects. Our natural instincts indicate the same.
SHROUDED WITH
SECRECY
St Paul referred to the
shame of even speaking of
the things that some of his
contemporaries did in
secret.

This reference to secrecy
is interesting, for it shows
that even pagan society
recognises that obscenity is
wrong and needs to be
shrouded with secrecy.
Again we ask the question, "Why is it wrong?",
for God's Word does not
condemn things which are
harmless.
Its evil lies in the misuse
of the means of fellowship
and social relationship with
our fellow men and women,
and particularly with our
spouse, so as to prevent
proper development of this
fellowship.
THE EVIL IN MISUSE
However, the truest joys
of life are to be found in
such relationships and it is
God's beneficent purpose
for mankind that we should
be related both to one
another and to Him in true
personal fellowship.
Obscene habits of mind
and liscencious behaviour
hinder the development of
proper relationships.
Society is concerned to
preserve the good life of its
members, and therefore
society is bound to provide
barriers of censorship
against actions and

A common problem among married couples in Australia today occurs when one or both partners feel
oppressed and enslaved by their marriage. Many women come to resent the way their personal potential has not
been completely realised. They have apparently sacrificed themselves for their husband and children. Men cart also
resent the limiting of their self-fulfilment imposed by family and income earning obligations.
given the privacy and
freedom to express
themselves when it is opportune.

Much of this resentment
has its origins in the impact
of popular philosophies
stressing self-fulfilment and
personal rights.
The feminist movement
and humanistic philosophies
in general have quite properly
given emphasis to the rights
of the individual in a society,
composed of social relationships which in many cases in
the past have denied some individuals the opportunity to
grow and to express
themselves, whilst others are
given every encouragement
and opportunity.
The husband-wife, parentchild, employer-worker, and
teacher-pupil relationships all
possess the potential for this
kind of unbalanced and
frustrating activity.
Many react by overreacting. Personal satisfaction becomes . more highly
valued than concern for
others. Social responsibility
thus disintegrates in favour
of a self-centred search for
personal gratification. This
can lead to the complete
breakdown of a marriage or
family.
FRUSTRATION
This is understandable. If
personal frustration led to
the resentment in the first
place something had to happen. Self-interest is not the
best solution, nor is it acceptable for Christians who are
called to love one another
and to "...look out for
another's interests, not just
your own" Phil 2:4.
Christians need a balanced
approach to their relationships. There is a need for
their relationships to involve
the expression of concern and
lose for others, in which their
fulfilment is made possible
by actions aimed at meeting
others' needs. or by being

HE victory of Bishop Abel
hi uzorewa in the Rhodesian
election cannot but stir anew
misgivings already expressed by
many over the World Council of
Churches' grant to the Patriotic
Front of £43,000 from its special
fund to combat racism. Indeed the
good Methodist bishop must be
thinking somewhat wryly of his
brother Methodists in England,
contributing as they are to Mr.
Joshua Nkomo and others seeking
to bring him down. The Methodist
Church is the only English Church
to contribute to the Programme to
Combat Racism out of its main
budget.
There have, of course, been accusations of ballot-rigging at the
elections—and not least, albeit predictably, from the United Nations.
On the othtr hand, many Western
observers have taken the opposite
view, among them experienced correspondents, A BBC staff-man who
travelled extensively on his own
during the election, and was afterwards questioned searchingly by
the presenter of the programme into which he was reporting, denied
most vigorously that there had
been any significant intimidation
or any jiggery-pokery with the
ballot-boxes. So it does seem on
the face of it that a significant section — probably a majority of the
population, black and white—did
in this first-ever one-man-one-vote
Rhodesian election say tha: they
want Bishop Muzorewa as their
first black Prime Minister.

It starts when you sink in his arms and
ends with your arms and identity in the
sink.
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PRIVACY
Parents should he especially conscious of this balance in
their attitude toward their
children. For children need
responsibility and loving attention but they also need
time to be alone, to be. independent and to express
themselves in their own
fashion.
It is the same for husbands
and wives. Two persons
become one flesh Eph 5:31
but personal identity continues in the relationship.
Each member is a unique person with abilities and insights
which may complement those
of their partner.
Maximum fulfilment does
not come in a relationship
when one person grows at the
expense of the other or in
which self-interest
predominates. This sets each
member against the other.
The greatest fulfilment
comes in a relationship which
parallels the unity of the
Body of Christ, the Church
where under the control of
Christ "all the different parts
of the body fit together and
the whole body is held
together by every joint with„
which it is supplied. So when
each separate part works as it
should the whole body grows
and builds itself up through
love" Eph 4:16.
We ought to show our love
for one another in our
tolerance, humility,
gentleness and patience Eph
4:1-2. These are hardly the
most common characteristics
of interpersonal relationships
in Australia today and this
lack is the key to understanding much of the resentment
and frustration.

literature and films which
will twist the thoughts and
the character so as to prevent the development of
true and happy fellowship
and personal relationship
with other people.
We are faced then with
the practical question — to
what extent can these evils
be restrained. For example,
we are at present able to
keep the drug traffic at bay
to some extent, though it is
more difficult to keep the liquor traffic or the gambling
habit at bay as these things
have such a hold in our
Australian community; but
society is bound to do what
it can in these respects.

it be in advance of the
crowd as is the policy of the
present government.
Everything, of course.
depends on whether
obscenity is harmful to the
individual. If it is not, then
there should be no censorship at all.
But God's Word and the
natural heart confirms that
it is harmful, and reflection
THREE POSSIBLE
will show the reason, namePOSITIONS
With regard to the cen- ly, that obscenity misuses
sorship of obscene sex in a way which stultifies
literature, there are three its purpose of being the
positions that can be taken: basis of true natural relaA person should be allowed tionships between people in
to read or see in private as society.
much obscenity and pornography as he chooses; NO SPONTANEOUS
Censorship should reflect
FELLOWSHIPS
current community stanIf our thoughts are
dards; Censorship should
act as a break against twisted in a dirty, obscene
tendencies which are harm- way, we cannot have
natural,' spontaneous
ful to the community.
It is, of course, impossi- fellowship between the
Of
ble for a democratically sexes on the one hand
based government to within the family on the
legislate directly against the other, and especially betwishes of the people. Chris- ween man and his wife.
Fellowship. requires
tians and Christian
ministers should be in- respect for one another and
a
man habitualised to
defatigable in educating
people as to what is the obscene ways of thinking
right attitude in these mat- cannot suddenly begin to
respect the other person as a
ters.
Nevertheless, the govern- person.
This is the evil of obsceniment ought to act slowly
rather than go along with ty and this is why society
the vociferous members of should restrict obscenity as
the crowd, much less should far as it is able.
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Human nature being what it is,

Fifth Assembls in progress -- kenyata Conference Centre, Nairobi, with 747 delegates representing approximately 390
Churches

Taking sides
Your gift subscription of the Church Record to a
missionary is one way of showing them you care
enough to keep them in touch with what is going
on. They won't feel so far from home.
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comes out of the assemblies,
particularly in the sections? And
to what extent is the assembly more
than a body to endorse or veto?
If the assembly is not a democratic body, what then of the selection of the delegates?
They are
mostly appointed by the governing
bodies of the Churches, and few of
these are truly democratic — indeed, more often than not they are
hierarchical and authoritarian. But
the most intriguing question is by
what yardstick are these delegates
chosen? If they are representative
of their Churches, how is it that
they endorse policies which their
Churches so often do not like?
So we ask if it is possible to
identify a fount of thought, of
ideology„ from which the ethos of
this body stems? It is the assembly,
of course, that appoints the 130 (or
so)-strong
policy- implementing
Central Commit-tee of the Council,
which meets for ten days or so once
a year. But the assembly itself is
guided by its own appointments
committee; and that committee is
guided by the Geneva Secretariat
to an extent difficult to gauge exactly.

Height of folly

wut

I

cal, revolutionary, neo-Marxist —
that the outside world and a large
part of the media has ascribed to
it, and particularly to its Geneva
secretariat? And how is it that
these policies are able to be pursued in spite of the indignation of
many within those Churches which
contribute the lion's share of its income? Where is the centre of
power?
The WCC's ramifications are so
vast, its decision-making (particularly the general assemblies) so unwieldy and complex, and the
processes that both shape the
decisions and then articulate them
so couched in jargon (ecumenese,
as it is culled) and consuming such
vast and daunting quantities of
paper in the process, that it is not
easy to answer these questions with
complete objectivity. Years of reporting general assemblies and
central committees are by no means
enough, as I know well from experience.
Even veteran officers and
delegates are often by no means of
one mind. But misgivings are now
so persistent that I am tempted to
chance my arm. After all, the letter
pages are there if I need rebuking.
What, then, in political terms is

experts on political theory there are
among the delegates to the assembly or members of the Central
Committee. Or, for that matter,
within the secretariat.
So it seems its me that the World
Council is basically a mixture of
oligarchy and bureaucracy. The
oligarchy is a readily-identified
band of Churchpeople who have
stayed the ecumenical course, are
at home with "ecumenese," and
can string together some sort of
political or sociological word-patterns loosely in tune with current
liberation political theology, Individuals at assemblies and meetings
of the Central Committee may protest at what they see emerging, but
there are no facilities for any opposition to organise.
In some sense the procedures are
a bit like those of party congresses
in Eastern Europe or the one-party
system in some African countries.
But that should surprise no one,
since most by far of the member
Churches (and, indeed, a sizeable
chunk of the secretariat) are from
those areas. The Council is no
longer Western-dominated and has
become a truly world body.
I am not arguing that the Council should adopt Western parliamentary style, but I am moved to
make the point that this style is a
hardly-won set of procedures designed to minister to a system of
government by consent. How great
a part, then, does consent play in
the World Council at the moment?
Moreover, the corporate mind of
the Council is much influenced by
specialist committees; and the
composition of many of these is
greatly influenced by the secretariat.
So it is tempting to argue that
the centre of power is within the
offices of the secretariat there in
Geneva, and that the political mix
is bureaucracy first, oligarchy
second and corporation third, And
among the corporation there is a
good deal of make-weight, particularly on the floor of the general
assemblies.

It then becomes all the more
difficult to regard the World Council's action as anything but overtly
political. Sides have been taken,
and this time not just blacks
against whites but blacks against
blacks. Moreover, it has struck
many that the WCC is now more
than ever on the side of violent
political revolution as agaffist political compromise. So this does
seem to be a particularly appropriate moment to examine from
political premises the political aspects of this body to which by far
the larger part of the non-Roman
Catholic world belongs — indeed
which now has close on 300 member Churches, albeit many of them
tiny.
How in faot has it achieved its
political stance — Left-wing, radi-

the World Council? Not, surely, a
democracy. The 747 delegates
attending the last general assembly
in Nairobi in no way resembled
government and opposition. Nor,
for that matter, did any of the four
previous assemblies. The only
difference was that this one was
bigger and more unwieldy.
Can the assembly really be
thought of as an originating body
— policy-making in the truest
sense of the word? How can it be,
when it is made up of people with
little knowledge of many of the
subjects under discussion, 'and is
called upon to tackle so much in
so short a time? Could it indeed
function at all without the Geneva
secretariat and the expert advisers
largely appointed by them? To
what extent, then, do staff and
advisers influence and shape what

the secretariat is more likely to support those who think on similar
lines to itself and to soft-pedal
those who don't. Moreover, just as
the secretariat perforce plays a considerable part in shaping the agenda
and resolutions of the general
assemblies, so in turn it plays a
considerable part in guiding and
shaping the work of the Central
Committee. Indeed, as with the
assemblies, how could it be otherwise, seeing that the Committee has
to deal with so many complex
issues in so short a time (and, of
course, with few if any members
knowledgeable on the whole range
of issues)?

Word-patterns

It is interesting, at this time when
the World Council is so involved in
politics. to not how few professional politicians i"d acknowledged

It seems, therefore, the height of
folly (as I read someone arguing
the other day) to claim that the
Central Committee endorses the
thinking of the Churches, particularly when debates in the governing bodies of the Western Churches
and the correspondence columns of
the papers make it plain that this
is not necessarily so. The Third
World Churches are something
else, but could they afford to keep
this complex organisation in being? And does Geneva seek to represent the Churches, or rather to
lead them'? And why are political
ecclesiastics credited with some
kind of divine anthority not given
to ordinary people? Is sending
money to the Patriotic Front the
will of God?
The founding fathers, it seems to
me, brought the Ecumenical Movement into being to share (but not
impose on one another) the riches
of Christian theology, devotion
and practice. Indeed, as one of
them pointed out to me, this required a patience and humility
about dogmatic judgments bordering on total relativity. But they
went forward with faith and candour. Now, losing hope of still going forward along these lines, there
is the temptation to seek unity in
common political judgments. Is
there not a risk, then, of this leading to a new ecumenical denomination confronting other Christians
not on genuine theological issues
but on political ones?
Supposing, too, that Anglicans
and Orthodox were moved in the
not-too-distant future towards rapprochement with Rome, and that
perhaps th e Methodists a n d
Lutherans followed along, what
then of the World Council? The
years could be critical between
now and the next assembly its 1983
in Vancouver: (Isn't that an awfully expensive place to hold it?)
Never, surely, since the early days
have wise leadership and sophisticated counsel been more needed.
Church Times
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Jewish Theologian
Defends Resurrection
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At a Jewish-Christian
dialogue
held for 1211
teachers of religion in the
North-Starkenburg district of
Ill f: angelical Church in
Germans, Christian scholars
and a Jewish theologian from
Israel found Menisci, no in
unlikely opposite camp,
I n the dialogue, liberal

Kristian scholars took the
side of the late Rudolf
Hohmann of "Demythologisation" fame and
declared the Easter event a
myth. The actual happening
of the resurrection was
defended by Dr Pinellas
Lapida, religious science and
theology professor at
Jerusalem University:
"Without a factual
historical event there is no act
of faith," according to Professor Lapida. "Just as there
would have been no Judaism
without the Sinai event, so
there would have been no
Christendom without the
Easter event."
The Jewish scholar found
factual proof of the reality
and fruitfulness of the Easter
faith "in the explosive spread
of Christianity in the
populated world, where more
than a billion people became
Christians".
RES
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RI Re, Dr Alan Brash, former Deputy General Secretor, N (

Presbyterian Puzzled
Over Cry of
"Communism" at WCC
New Zealand Presbyterian leader, the R t Res Dr Alan Brash expressed his
dismay at the influence of anti-World Council of Churches propaganda within the
Australian church as he left Australia after a 3-week tour.
"Why is it, I wonder, that people are so
ready to cry 'Communism' when an official
agency of 295 churches follows the United
Nations example in giving aid to refugee
camos in Mozambique and Zambie — even
thought 12 times the amount is given to war
victims through the 'white' churches of
Rhodesia?" he asked.
"Why is it that conservative churches in
Australia are so ready to agree with the
Marxists when they say that the churches will
simply fade away in a communist state — in
face of the most tangible evidence that many
churches have grown in spiritual strength in
the face of communist oppression?" Dr
Brash challenged.
He went on to question why it is that
Australians still believe it is illegal to own a
Bible in East Europe, in face of the fact that
the Baptist Church in Moscow has recently

openly imported 25,000 Bibles into Russia
from the United Bible Society?
In an attempt to explain the situation, Dr
Brash pointed to the power the media has
over us in creating and maintaining our
prejudices and convincing us that they are
based on fact. "The press that hails the visit
of Billy Graham utterly condemns the World
Council of Churches, totally ignorant pf the
fact that Billy Graham has always advocated
that his church should be a member of the
WCC — and has attended each of its
Assemblies," he said.
Dr Brash was returning to New Zealand
after a 3-week visit to Brisbane, Sydney and
Melbourne for the Week of Prayer for
Christian Unity. He was invited to Australia
by the Australian Council of Churches.
But Dr Brash was not without hope, "We
have the promise that the gates of hell shall
not prevail against His Church".
ACC

KESTON COLLEGE REPORTS:

VALENTYN MOROZ GIVES PRESS
CONFERENCE IN HOUSE OF COMMONS
Representatives of Keston College attended a press conference given on June
IN in the House of Commons by Valentyn Moro/. one of the five political prisoners
deported from the USSR on April 27 in exchange for two Soviet spies.
In a strongly-worded statement, Mr Moron
devoted himself almost exclusively to
political issues, chiefly the need to liberate
Ukraine from political domination by
Moscow but he also had warm words of
commendation for Pope John Paul
"The most important characteristic of the
new Pope is his deep understanding of the
East and ability to live in an environment of
turbulence, something that the West has yet
to learn. The new Pope has possibly done
more for the cause of freedom than all of his
predecessors combined. The new Pope has
recognised that he is Ambassador of
Catholicism in the World and not Moscow's
representative in the Vatican.
Rev Michael Bourdeaux, Director of
keston College, asked Mr Moron whether he

thought that the election of a Pope from
Eastern Europe might bring about a new
Vatican policy towards Ukraine. Mr Moroz
replied:
"We Ukrainians have longed for such a
Pope ... We received the words of the Pope
with great enthusiasm when he said that
Ukrainian Catholics throughout the World
were an integral part of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Ukraine which has
struggled for so many years.
"Moscow is in a difficult position: If the
new Pope takes up a firm position with
regard to Ukrainian Catholics and the
Ukrainian Patriarchate, I believe Moscow
will be forced to offer recognition to the
Ukrainian Catholics as they were to the
Lithuanian Catholics."

'11 orld
authority
on
languages, Dr Eugene \ ida.
kept guests fascinated at a
special luncheon to r elebraie
the 175th 9 Mils (Tsars of Illr
founding of the British and
Foreign Bible Society.
Dr
\ I ,
I I all I LI 1 (it
Research ( ii-ordinaltar lot

the troltl'd Bible Societies.
told ths .7tx I people present
tisit
trio ,cork he and Isis
diiallIgLINhell colleagues do is
for one purpose — ''so that
the Bible can he understood
by those who read it and
translated into life".
He talked of a revolution
in the principles employed in
translation; translating so
that people can really understand. Some people found this
unusual because "most people think they should not be
able to understand the
Bible!"
"One of the tragedies of
traditional translation, even
in English, is that many people do not understand expressions like 'bowels of mercy',
'gird up the loins of your
mind', or 'circumcision in
heart'. Such phrases just
don't make sense to the
average person."
The dialogue presentation
by Dr Jan de Waard, Dr
Harold Fehderau, Dr I-Jin
Loh, Dr Herber Peacock and
Dr Eugene Nida included illustrations of the problems of
what appears to be easy
translation.
"It is all right for us to talk
about loving with our hearts,
but in some languages of
West Africa you have to love
with your liver; in Guatemala
you love with your stomach
and in the Marshall Islands
with your throat.
"One translator literally
rendered the translation of
'heap coals of fire on his
head' and some people in
Zaire thought it a wonderful
way of torturing people to
death — something which
they hadn't yet thought of.
"The greatest challenge for
the next 30 years," said Dr
Nida, "is the fact that by the
end of this century 83% of
the world's population will
be nominally non-Christian.
At least 150 million nominal
Christians have no Scriptures
now. There arc !BO million
new readers every year.
"This is an overwhelming

task for the Bible Society, but
one of the most essential
tasks for Christians today."
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ANGLICANS
IN CHINA
CONTACTED
STILL 'ALIVE'

USSR UNREGISTERED CHURCH IN RUINS

SIM
CHRISTIAN CINEMA
NEW CNRISTIAN FILMS IN COLOR
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The warm. asomeang savy d a two Cketurs
arcue man preacher wham discovery A Pe
'Mm hen tar hem he home 400 the wilderness
From rte producers of Rams h The Wind

Church representatisee to
hina since die Cultural Revo.
lution, contact was made last
onths with INIVIIP Anglican
laden.

•

SYDNEY

SCIENCE CENTRE AUDITOR:UM, Sydney
FRI 27 JULY — 7 45 pro

BRISBANE

RIALTO THEATRE. Brisbane
FRI 20 JULY — 7.30 pm

ADELAIDE

A.M. THEATRETTE. mekwoe
FRI 0 JULY —8 pm

PERTH

TEACHERS' COLLEGE THEATRE TTE. Churehlande
SAT 7 JULY — 730 pm

In Shanghai the delegation Mel
Bishop K. H. Ting, a well-kown
Anglican leader from the period
of the Communist take-over in
the late 'forties.

Ihe) also met in Shanghai the
firsl-er er Anglican woman priest.
tee 'Lim 0i, usually known m
the Rev. Florence Lee, now
!is ing in retirement from active
ministis but lit and well in her
'seventies. Her priesting in 1944
by the then Bishop of Hongkong, !Ronald Hall, 10 meet a
special wartime situation, led I,,
subsequent contnn ems

LAUNCESTON QUEEN VICTORIA MUSEUM THEATRETTE. Launceston
FRI 27 JULY — 8 pm
DEVONPORT ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE. Dmonport
FRI 3 AUG —8 pm
GEELONG

GEELONG LIBRARY THEATRETTE. Geelong
FRI I7 AUG —Rpm
SAT 18 AUG — t Pm
10, Hesedvation conmo
leave. EL 75, Chad 821

TNE GOSPEL FILM MINISTRY
25,

Out of the Watergate
scandal comes a parable
for modern man.

IN the first 11 tilbrial" visit of

MELBOURNE A MP THEATRETTE Melhooms
FRI 13 JULY — 8 pm
SAT 14 JULY —8 pm

Meeting house of the unregistered church destroyed by tios let police kishinew,, Moldas
Republic, Soviet Union, summer of 1978.

LTD.

the true stave( rrbv coho,r

A ROBERT L MUNGER production 'BORN AGAIN'
marling DEAN (ONES ANNE FRANCIS IAY ROBINSON
DANA ANDREWS RAYMOND ST IACQUES
Directed by IRVING RAPPER
Executive Producer ROBERT L MUNGER
iiiiiduced by FRANK CAPRA, fr • Screenplay by WALTER BLOCK
Musk by LES BAXTER Prints by CFI
AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES Release
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suede Terr ertn 5000
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A HEART
BY ANY
OTHER
NAME ?
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NEXT SHOWING AT ...

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
FOR THE POSITION OF

_:)1
-, 11
• PRINCIPAL
ST. HILDA'S CHURCH OF ENGLAND
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS INC.
PERTH

GROUP BOOKINGS NOW AVAILABLE
SYDNEY - RING PAT DICKINSON 233 3399
MELBOURNE - RING LORRAINE PERKINS
663 3307.
STRICTLY LIMITED SEASON

St. Hilda's is an Anglican School which welcomes student,
of all denominations and provides wide educational and
cultural facilities of the highest standard to girls from
kindergarten to Year 12; day boys admitted from kinder
garten to Year 7.

the School Council desires to appoint a Principal who
r111,1 be a communicant member of the Church of

England, a graduate of a recognised University and have
appropriate experience commensurate In the position.
A generous salary and liberal terms of employment are
of fered to attract applicants of the highest calibre.

Detailed information regarding the appointment will be
supplied on request. All enquiries will be treated in
strictest confidence and should be forwarded to
The Managing Director,
Knight Howard & Associates Pty. Ltd.,
Education Consultants,
8 Met mosh Street,
CHATSWOOD. NSW. 2067.

ABBOTSLEIGH
House Parents or House Mistress required for Girls'
Boarding School at Wahroonga. Commence now or Term

3. Apply Headmistress Abbotsleigh, Pacific Highway,
Wahroonga. Phone 48 1071 tor appointment,

IMPACT BOOKSHOP
For largest selection of Theological
Books, together with General
Literature and Cassette Lectures.
Church Bookstalls and House Party
Accounts Arranged.

r

Dr Coggan on the plains of Hortobegy in Hungary.

Church and State 'work together'

Please note new address:
Suite 3, 13th Floor, Erskine House
39-41 York Street, Sydney, 2000
Telephone: (02) 29 4136

CHURCH and State in East
hope that the Church will
fact, I sometimes think •
deny the seriou•russ• of the
Biotin are coming to see
eventually die. They don't
touch of persecution at
situation whom religious
that they can work
realise it is an anvil on
home wouldn't do
education wee made so
together, although
which many hemmers have
Christians any harm. We
difficult to some by.
con•id•r•ble strain
been broken, and will be
have lost our fine cutting The Archbishop made it clear
remains, said Dr Donald
broken in the future."
edge. W. have it too easy
that hie cancallation of the
Cogg•n, Archbishop of In Hungary, as well they have
for our own good."
visit to Poland was not at
Canterbury, on his return to
discovered there is this Asked whether the Church
the request of the State,
London early this week.
Derailed work in social areas
might dirt out within a few
but rather as en act of
At a press conference on
and the attitude is 'Why
g
tioni,
thecourtesy. The visit had
Tuesday he explained that
create unnecessary
Archbishop said that -The
been planned long before
the State now recognises
difficulties?'
best of the young people,
they even knew who the
the Church is there to stay. In Hungary and East and
ere stretching and finding
next Pope was to be.
Without compromise on
West
Berlin, t h a
the inadequacies of the "The visit of the Pope to
either side, they have found
Archbishop spoke in church
atheistic regime.
Poland wa• a homecoming
themselves to be working
after church that was "When they discover the
of a son of the people. No
on parallel lines, particularly
packed out, showing the
truth of Christ, many are
other State or Church
in the realm of social work.
strength of the chum h
prepared to pay the price.should be present at such a
"Of course the Communists
behind the Iron Curtain. "In This was not, of course, to
time."

REMOVALS
Small or 14rge
STORAGE-PACKING
TAXI TRUCKS
Reasonable and
Reliable

SMITH OWENS
SERVICE
9 PIONEER AVE
THORN LEIGH
Phone: 846467
AH: L. Owens 48 1539
POI OA

DREWS REMOVALS
Local, Country & Interstate

G. & C. DREW PTY LTD
(Established 1946) .
68 SMITHS AVE, HURSTVIL LE, 2220
Telephone: 50 8366
Atter Hours: 53 7377. 605 3690

NEW PREMISES

FRANK AKEHURST

Wa4115 anal)
Have mercy upon all Jews, Turks,
Infidels . . . and so fetch them
home, blessed Lord, to thy
flock
.
I

Acr OMMODA

T,ty

RANELAGH HOUSE
ROBERTSON
Popp. t. r. 1),

Look for the Shop-front near
City Road
MOORE COLLEGE
7 King Street
Newtown, 2042

Phones: Metropolitan
(All Branches) 80 6396
Katoornho
82 2411

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL ALLIANCE
Managing Director — Mr W. R. (Ron) Bailey.
formerly senior travel consultant, Mitchell's
International Tours.
Fully Accredited Agent for all Airlines,
Shipping Companies and Tour Operators.

SUITE 1, 6TH FLOOR. THE NATIONAL BLDG
250 PITT ST, SYDNEY, 2000
PHC NE: 26 6368
(-)
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• Specialist in Handmade Jewellery • Will Make to Order
• Old Jewellery Refashioned • • In Stock, Diamond &
Sapphire Rings, Not Recosted for 6 months
• Continental Gold & Silver Chains & Bracelets
' Christian Fish Symbol in 9ct Gold or Silver Pendants,
Tie Tacks & Lapel Pins

CHRISTIAN CARPET CLEANERS

Contact Charles Mann
(Manager)
Telephone (02)51 2225

WOOD COFFILL
FUNERALS

• • rte

COMMENCES MID-JULY
AT HOYTS THEATRES!

Founded in 1899 St. Hilda , is a leading Anglican day and
hoarding school for girls. It is situated in the western
suburbs of Perth and is close to the City, the Swan River
and the ocean.

The School acknowledges that students are individuals
and alms to meet each student's academic, physical.
social, moral and spiritual needs as required. The School
Council acknowledges that it has a responsibility to
ensure that all students receive and benefit from o Chen
.an education of a high academic standard. Enrolment ,.
approximately 500. comprising 150 In the Kindergarten
and the Junior School and 350 in the Senior School.

A Hol,s,
and Stotigntal
Obi

NRCI
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STAINED GLASS WINDOWS
K. J. LITTLE
19 Borden Street
Arncliffe, 2205
Phone. 599 7348

SCRIPTURE UNION
I.S.C.F GROUPS

ll
So, his is what
home is like!

For

Professional Steamcleaning of Carpets and
Upholstery
3-Bedroom House or Equivalent 55 sq metres, $48
5-Seat Lounge Suite, from $29

FRED& VAL WARN
Membersof St Martin's, Georges Hall
726 3819

is in Australia's highschools
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Land and Christian
Justice

Mrs Creasey has yet to
learn the lesson Peter was
taught in Acts 10, Mixing
"ethnic peoples" will not as
Mrs Creasey believes be
genocide at all. "Preserving
our heritage" by closing our
hearts and our nation to the
but would finance "the cry of the distressed certainly
common good" through would be.
pensions and other serCan it be seriously sugvices. None would be gested that we acquit
harmed. All would be ourselves of the blood of
enriched.
these people by crying
Today, titleholders have "Lord, Lord, did we not
their own labour and the land preserve racial purity and
on which to apply it. Their thus maintain the
rental incomes represent strongholds of western chrislabour other than their own. tianity in your name?" Is
At the mercy of monopoly, there any doubt what Jesus
those without land title will say to us?
achieve lowered living standards in the midst of an in(Rev) R. C. FORSYTH,
creasing plenty. Is this not
Adelaide, SA,
the basic injustice?
We ask those who join in
the Prayer Book supplication
to answer that question.

Sir,
In what is the most corn
monly used serv ice, the
Australian Prayer Book has a
supplication for guidance so
that we "may share with
justice the resources of this
earth, work together in trust,
and seek the common good".
Early this century, Revd
Walter H. Howard, an
Anglican priest in South
Australia produced a booklet
"The Land Question and
Christian Justice". (Copies
are available at the Henry
George League, 31 Hardware
Street, Melbourne.) Leaving
time aside, for the question is
timeless, perhaps today's
prayer is an outcome.
Whatever their church affiliations, Georgists will all
say "Amen" to it, for they
claim a reform programme
Two Geologist Anglicans,
that is directly in line. Their
J. H. MORRIS.
proposal is to leave every landSt Augustine's Moreland,
holder in secure possession
. II. I'll I,
of his property but, on an anSt Stephen's fiat sw Ater.
nual basis, to charge him for
its "site" value.
Automatically, this would
secure what the prayer seeks:
• Individuals could use, as
they deem best,
whatever land they have
Sir,
need of; but, with comI was astounded at Mrs
plete justice, competiCreasey's letter (8 /6/79) in
tion within the comwhich she seriously equates
munity would fix the anthe survival of Australia as a
nual charge for its
christian-based CI 3 ilisa !ion
worth;
and the maintenance of racial
• Spare money would not
purity (which race?) and then
then be invested in land. plays this off against compasThis would end today's
sion for the Vietnamese boat
monopoly both in land people.
title and monetary
Surely the events in Europe
capital. It would permit
between 1933 and 1945 have
the whole community to shown once and for all the
"work together in satanic nature of attempts to
•
trust"; and
preserve "Christian civilisa• The community production" by sacrificing compased site rents would not
sion to the demands of racial
go to private enrichment
purity.

"Lord, Lord
Did We Not"

Other Extreme
To Rome

Sir,
I sympathise with your recent correspondent who complained about non-Anglican
features in Services at St
.Jude's Church Randw ick.
Nobody wants Romish practices in the Anglican Church.
However, we have to stiffer the other extreme in my
North Shore parish. Who else
has had the experience of
having Snoopy and the Red
Baron demonstrated at Evening Prayer?
We have meaningless songs
composed by the young people sung with nasal twangs to
strummed guitars, Greeting
of Peace which turn into a
babble of confusion and conversation, singalongs of Billy
Graham hymns in the middle
of the Communion Service,
and anything goes in my
Church.
The preacher stands at the
pulpit in a suit or shirt; pro-

For Husbands For Parents
"Especially for Husbands"
"Especially for Parents"
Companion volumes by
Michael A. Campion PhD
Bethany Fellowship Inc.
Minneapolis, Minn. I SA
When was the last time any
husband reading this review
cleaned the bathroom and
saved his wife a chore?
For that matter, when was
the last time you complimented her, sent her a
flower, played games or
prayed with the children?
These are some of the over
40 questions in "Especially
for Husbands".
As for parents, when was
the last time you forgave
your children, encouraged a
positive self-image in them,
told them what a blessing
they were to you?
Sub-titled "When was the
last time . .", each book
carries a question on one
page and an attractive
photograph on the other.
They set forth "a challenging
self-improvement plan" for

CLARIFIES

one suspects, are much the
same as those raised 18 centuries ago) and a conclusion
in which the author records
his own views.
Anderson is a lawyer
rather than a theologian but
this stands him in good stead
as he is willing to accept the
biblical evidence for what it
is; rather than juggle with it
in the manner of some contemporary theologians.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to
say for whom the book has
husbands and parents respec- been written.
tively, in over 40 steps. And iss As suggested earlier, the
there's a score card for you to co ties are not -those which
ncern the average Chrischeck your rating.
The books are attractive, tian. The argument in the
bo
the psychologist-author being fotok is not always easy to
aided by a competent wo low. Yet, one must
nder if the book will inphotographer, Wilmer.
Zehr.
At SUS3.95, they'll cost to rest the Christian
more out here. Although, W losopher. A Christian
hyhing to learn something of
somewhat slanted - to the the
American scene, they'd make het issues could find it of
useful gifts to young people
N. Cameron
starting out on family life,
Donald Howard

A Lawyer's
Assessment
"The My stery of

Classified advertisements may be
eh at the office or phoned to
233 a561 up to noon 14 days before
date of publication. Charge is lie
Per word with a minimum charge of
12 50

Interstate
Services
PERTH St Alban's. 423 Beaufort Street.
Service 9.30 am. Rector. Rev Ken
McIntyre. All welcome.
COORPAROSS SI Stephen's, Brisbane.
Cnr Cavendish and Chatsworth Roads.
Visitors welcome 7.30 and 9 em. Holy
Communion. 11 am. Morning Prayer
(Holy Communion 1st Sunday). 7 pm,
Evening Prays, Rector Rev Ken Baker.

For Sale
THEOLOGICAL and some general
books icr sale In aid of Chester Hilt
Parish List 20c from Rector. PO Box 9.
Chester Hill, 2162
MAZDA 929 auto Ste Waggon. Sept
1077 31 000km NRMA report Clergy
owned car in superb condition $5990
n n Ph' 59 4102.

by Norman Anderson
Published in paperback
by Hodder and Stoughton
The nature of Christ provoked some of the earliest
rontroversie, 111111111gs1 Christians and. although these
diminished as the creeds were
formulated, the debate has
relived in recent times. Was
Christ a man? Was lie God?
Nt1 as He man at some times
and God at others? If so,
when? Was He both?
The question has
fascinated philosophers and
theologians and, although
the answer is of the utmost
importance, in the write, 's
opinion, it is largely irrelevant to the average Christian.
The Mystery of the Incarnation is based on a series
of lectures given by Professor
Anderson in 1978. In the
book, Anderson attempts to
provide a background to the
contemporary debate (which,
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A Must for
the Minister

lectors are stood on the Communion Table, and people
even sit on it. Our young people are taught nothing of
reverence in this place. People have to go elsewhere if
they want peace and quiet,
because everything that I
have come to expect of
Anglican worship has been
thrown out the window here.
I fancy that this situation is
not unique in the Diocese,
and it seems that some clergy
today have less sense of worship and fitness of things
than their Baptist counterparts. It seems to me that
there is a studied attempt going on in this Diocese,
especially among younger
clergy, to break down every
semblance of order and
dignity we have come to expect as part of our Anglican
heritage,
Anyone complaining of
Romish practices can be sure
that their complaint will be
aired through the Church
Record. I hope you will show
the samejustice by airing my
complaint of this other extreme (both would be unacceptable to me), so we can
make the Anglican Church
the great Church of worship
and witness which the
Reformers prayed for it to
be.
ALSO CONCERNED,
Wahroonga West,

With respect, I suggest tf tat
It was pointed out to the
most are completely ignorant
NAC over 3 1/2 years ago that
of what is happening and if money was the problem,
have no knowledge of our
the Tregear building could be
needs. If it were otherwise, sold — there are three difconcerned Christians would
ferent interested parties in
be demanding answers as to purchasing it. The Blackett
the work of evangelism out
site could be sold back to the
here.
Housing Commission for the
All Saints Church of
same price it was bought for.
England for Blackett, BidAll the monies combined
will, Lethbridge Park, would go a long way towards
Shalvey, Tregear and building a complex at
Willmot, meet together each Shalvey. The carpentry,
Sunday at Tregear. Anyone plumbing, bricklaying,
caring to look at a map of the welding and electrical work
area will see that our building would be done free of charge
is hopelessly misplaced to by tradesmen within our own
serve the community effec- congregation saving the NAC
tively. We believe that a thousands of dollars.
building at Shalvey would be
The NAC have promised
better suited to expand God's us right from the beginning
work in the whole Parish,
that they would not go
The NAC have pointed out against the wishes of the conthat the church owns land at gregation here. They have
Blackett. True! But to build not broken that promise.
there so close to where we are They don't need to. All that
now and close to Whalan is needed is to allow time to
Church of England, would run out on the option of the
only divide our present con- lease.
gregation and would do
We have an extension on
nothing in outreach to the that lease to the end of this
other areas. They would still year to erect a building on it.
be miles away from us.
We continue to send letters to
There is at Shalvey on
the NAC urging them to acparcel of land the Housin
tion, the last one was sent
Commission have left the
two months ago to which we
would be very suitable. The have had no reply — so far!
policy of the Housing CornWe have invited every
mission is not to sell land but member of the NAC
to lease it for 30 years. The representatives to come and
Roman Catholic Church share with us any Sunday and
Editor's comment -- the have accepted these terms for gain first hand some
Record publishes all letters it
some years and they have understanding of our needs.
receives,
moved forward in faith.
To bring their families. We
The NAC so far have made have offered the warmest
no effort to take this step. hospitality. Thercontinue to
They appear to be too preoc- do nothing.
cupied with the monetary
Time is running out! ChrisSir,
side of things. They ask what flans everywhere united for
Many readers will have would happen to the old the Billy Graham Crusade,
preconceived ideas of what building at Tregear? Our Cannot a few churchmen on
Christian witness in God's answer — it could still be us- the NAC open their eyes to
ministry is like in the new ed as it is at present by dif- the needs of the people that
areas of the "Outer" ferent organisations and it at present, we are unable to
Outer Western Suburbs, and could still function as a place reach. For nearly four years
how the New Areas Commit- for the Young Peoples now we have been praying
tee help
Fellowship to meet,
flor this. Won ' t
join us?

Against NAC

quite sure what the author is
getting at.
K. J. Mullette

In the Pink
"Letters of A. N, Pink"
Banner of '11 rtith
Paperback, 135 pp
Price $1.95

"victory life", patience,
finances — 44 letters in all.
His views on young people
rushing around doing "pei
sonal work" are particularly
relevant.
However, writing was his
ministry, and this little
volume is worth reading. As
he himself says, "Won't we
be beautiful when God has
finished with us!"

The reason 1 picked this
Donald Howard
book off the editor's shelf
was that it appeared the sort
of paperback that would
need a review of only one or
two pars. Not so! Arthur being dead yet speaketh to the
heart today.
Cold in heart over prayer
All-Suf ficient Christ:
The author advises "praisin
g
tidies in Paul's Letter to the
the Lord as soon as one drop
Colossians"
to his knees."
By William Barclay
It is his approach to the Bi
'Hie
Saint
Andrew Press
ble that makes one squirm
Edinburgh, 1978 142 pp
His habit is worth quoting:
First published by
"... look-out for it
SCM in 1964
typical significance,
'Third, I meditated on one
Here is a useful introducverse every day; writing it out
lion to the first study of Colon a slip of paper in the mor- ossians, for the person not

Christ
Sufficient

I

URA VCOTT,
Park.
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FOR SALE: Folding ironing board with
covet $5 or one, Phone 6372564.
WANTED TO BUY: Roll playing organ,
hymns on organ or granola rolls, music
box. phonograph or record player that
plays metal discs. 726 4876 or 644 5445.
WANTED TO BUY' I set nitiel TONT.
Rev Peter Taylor, 44 5983.
FOR SALE: Sale 8 Sound Car Seat incl
cover, 130.00 Folk Guitar, 156 Both
near new 452 4343.
FOR SALE 2 sturdy cupboards,
telephone table. double bed foundation
and ends and antique or very old set of
Oblaten biscuit makers. Peter or Sue
Ciouston, 452 4872.

ning, memorising it, con- necessarily familiar with
suiting it at odd moments
AVAILABLE os anyone who needs
Paul, vet it is able also to them. Approx 200 1662 Prayer Books
through the day; pondering refresh Mose more l'amiliar, and 150 Books of Common Praise and
separately each word in it,
"The Doctrine of God"
some
choir copes St Thomas' Enfield,
By Herman Bavinck
asking God to open to me its We see wits this letter had to 102) 642 3171
spiritual meaning and to he written by Paul, and why
Bavinck's book is a write it on my heart. The it had to he written at all. It is BEAUTIFUL WEDDING GOWN lull
masterful treatment of the verse was my food for that grounded in the troubles of length, small sloe 12 with separate chitancient (in
the ion long sleeves coat with long train
being and character we God
day meditation standing to Church was caughtwhere
between
5120 Good value. Contact Peter
giving deep insight and help reading as mastication does
529 8141.
the hammer of Judaiting
to the reader. The value of to eating.
the book is such that it is
"In my early years I legalism and the anvil of 2 CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS, 1
Nasuga good condition 330. I Phillips
worth the interested reader assiduously followed this Hellenism.
working well 215 Contact Peter
What Commentary would 529
wading through the threefold course: first I read
6141.
preliminaries to get to through the entire Bible three Colossians offer of Barclay's
Bavinck's own thought on times a year (eight chapters in Book? He has raised the key FOR SALE: 1 wooden cross, 2 holy
each section. For the minister the Old Testament, and two emphases: Christ as all- tables. I reader's desk, 1 hymn board, 2
holy lecterns. I communion ran In good
and scholar of theology the in the New Testament daily). sufficient, the Church as His order. For enquiries, please ring the
hook is a must.
I steadily persevered in this Body (with the term explain- Rectory, St Alban's Frenchs Forest,
Whilst the reviewer is full for ten years, in order to ed in three ways), and Chris- 451 1873.
of praise for the content, he familiarise myself with its tianity to be lived in the
FOR SALE: Jacobean 4 feet diameter
has two criticisms of the contents, which can only be hurly-burly of the market circular
table, fully restored. 1265.00.
place.
volume. Firstly, it would done by consecutive reading.
Dressing table, modern. large mirror. 3
We are offered not so draweirs. good condition. 150.00.
have been helpful if there was
"Second, I studied a porDavid kepple 2 0642 weekdays
some explanation of the tion of the Bible each week, much a commentary as an Contact
or 90 7302 weekends.
arrangement of the text in a concentrating for ten minutes application — with five areas
publisher's preface so that (or more) each day un the of relevance for today. WANTED: 'Oh- ;essage of the Old
the reader could easily follow same passage, pondering the Barclay's goals are in the area Testament". by H. L Ellison. and ''A
the argument or get to order of it, the connection of attitude and behaviour, Christian Guide of the Old Testament'
by John 8 Taylor. 2nd hand OK 1.4
Bavinck's real comment.
between each statement, but he can reflect Paul's Cheneult. ci- PO Lightning Ridge, 2392
Secondly, Bavinck so fairly seeking a definition of the undergirding basis in the
deals with the views of non- important terms in it, looking knowledge of Christ, in REED ORGAN available free to needy
reformed theologians (who up all the marginal whom are hidden all the church. Also old manual Gestelner
treasures of wisdom and Both in working order. Ring 74 2321.
perhaps ought to be treated a references, being on the ... "
little more critically) that
There is practical advice on knowledge.
FOR SALE Desk - CRO e drawn,
sometimes the reader is not guidance, providence, the
excellent condition MO Phi 427 1193
Lindsay Johnstone

WHAT A WORLD
Lesley Hicks

BORN AGAIN, WITH BROTHERS
I had the chance recently of previewing the film of the Charles Colson story "Born Again". II prompted me
to reread the book and to reflect once more on the whole miracle of rebirth, and our membership of Cod's family.
As Special Counsel and trouble-shooter for President
Nixon from 1969-1972, lawyer "Chuck" Colson quickly
became known for getting things done, cutting corners and
damaging reputations if need be in the process. He earned the
title of Nixon's "hatchet man".

THE COLSON TWINS

His efforts to ensure Nixon's re-election in the 1972
Presidential race did not, as it
happened, include arranging
the burglary of the offices of
the Democratic opposition in
the Watergate building. Nor
did he know about it
beforehand or take part in
the cover-up.

leaked to the press the topsecret Pentagon Papers, He
therefore became a prime
target of Nixon's supporters.
an hour of serio-comic panic Washington, and the equally
The film, then, touches on
until they got him there just loved brethren who eventualimportant aspects of recent
as the concert was ending.
ly gathered round him during
US history as it depicts ColI suppose its inclusion, so his months in prison.
son's own story. This gives it
different in tone from the
A dominant theme of the
wide general interest, but
rest, would have affected the book, it comes through even
presents problems in
film's unity, but what fun it more vividly in the film.
But he did "devise a characterisation. The casting
would have been!
When new Christians are
scheme to obtain derogatory compromises on likenesses —
enveloped in such supportive,
the world-famous figuresinformation about Daniel
THE
BROTHERHOOD
loving
brotherhood, their
Ellsberg, to defame and Nixon and Kissinger are Dean Jones who plays the part of Colson with the real life
The outstanding impres- chances of survival and
destroy Mr Ellsberg's public played by actors who look
counter part on location for $3 million film, "Born Again".
growth
are
maximised.
sion the film left with me was
vaguely, yet unsatisfactorily,
image and credibility ... to
of the richness of the
Democratic Senator
influence, obstruct and im- like those they represent.
Colson and his screen
Colson is seen first at the fellowship Colson found in Harold. Hughes, who played
pede the conduct and outColson himself is played by counterpart.
time of his going to prison, two contrasting groups — his his own part in the film,
come of the Ellsberg trial."
the slimly handsome Dean
"If anyone is in Christ, he self-indicted for his part in brother Christians in would I suppose be in
is a new creation." When the blackening of Ellsberg's
Chuck Colson, tough, proud, character, The film flashes
politically ruthless and back to tell the story of his
unscrupulous, allowed God membership of the elite surto take over his life, his claim rounding Nixon, scheming
for his re-election at all costs,
to rebirth came under
scrutiny by all Americans, of the gathering storm of the
who knew well his previous Watergate scandal and of his
reputation. This public ele- becoming a Christian while
that self-woven net was
ment was a worry to him.
He writes: "I was hardly a tightening around him and
the entire Nixon coterie.
transformed person. All I
could honestly say was that I
was seeking, searching, try- COMEDY OMITTED
ing, learning, failing and fallOne chapter of the book ing short, recovering and the one entitled The Presicontinuing to try — all the dent's Night Out — could
time reaching for relationship have provided a segment of
with Jesus Christ, The pure comedy in the film, It
change was in my spirit, in tells of the time Nixon immy attitudes, in the set of my pulsively decided at 9 pm one
A
will." (P 183 Coronet edi- night that he wanted to atJay Robinson, who plays olson's lawyer, returned for
Dana Andrews as 1 oin Philips whose contact leads to tion) That change was racial, tend a concert at the Kennedy
filming to the prison where he actually served a sentence, lie
as it must be in any person Centre, and caused Colson
(Olson's conversion,
was converted on location and is now writing an
truly horn again.
and everyone else concerned
autobiography of his colourful life.
The words of the indictJones, a committed Christian
ment that led to his imprison- actor whose main former
Australian terms a die-hard
ment were Colson's own, By
roles were in Disney comLabor man, An alcoholic exan extraordinary sequence of
edies, He looks nothing like
truckie, he was converted to
events, including his converthe real Colson, but copes
Christ and freed from his adsion to Christ, he had become
well with an emotionally
diction simultaneously in
convinced that though he was
demanding role.
1954, well before he entered
not directly implicated in the
politics. He was an
Watergate scandal, he was
outspoken
opponent of the
Four young church-people and two Episcopal Church ministers will spend
morally guilty of related ofthree
CONVEYING
Vietnam War,
weeks in Africa this summer learning the techniques of evangelism that are making
fences.
CONVERSION
Colson would have been
African Churches among the fastest-growing religious bodies in the world.
Though forgiven by God,
the equivalent of a true-blue
I wonder how secular
he realised he could not be critics will assess the film,
The project grows out of rector of St Paul's Church,
The teams will work direct- Liberal, conservative to the
free of the past and the spate Scathingly, perhaps. Conver- the governing principle of the Indianapolis, and the Rev ly with evangelism and youth point of being reactionary.
of accusations until he plead- sion is a difficult concept to Anglican Communion's Ralph Smith, rector of St ministry groups in the two
Yet when the newlyed guilty to something he had convey in any medium, and Partnership in Mission which Thomas Church, New Wind- Kenya dioceses and, upon converted Colson is introducdone, Daniel Ellsberg was the those who have no experience holds that all member Chur- sor, NY, are co-leaders for a their. return to the United ed to Senator Hughes by
young man who, as an anti- of its reality may find it un- ches can teach others how to team of two recent high States in mid-July, will spend fellow Christian Doug Coe,
Vietnam War gesture, had convincing both in the real carry out the mission of the school graduates and two re- three days in New York the former arch-enemies are
Church. In spite of political, cent college graduates. They evaluating the learnings.
instantly brothers, with a
religious and physical tur- will spend about a week in
deep and loyal fellowship
moil, the African Churches the Province of Sudan for
What they discovered will that bridged the political and
have sustained a dramatic orientation and training and eventually be shared with the temperamental gulf between
rate of growth and commit- then split into two teams for evangelism/general network them. Hughes' welcoming
ment far beyond that of older work in the Dioceses of and with National Council of bear-hug to Colson will strike
established Churches.
Maseno North and Mt Kenya Churches networks in a chord with everyone who
East in the Province of evangelism and Youth has experienced genuine
'A GLOBAL SURVEY of Christianity and world evangelThe Rev Robert Browne, Kenya.
Christian love,
ministries,
isation has revealed startling and conflicting trends around
Many committed Christian
the world. The report, nearing completion, is being produced
men (and women) who attend
at a large computerised research data base operated by the
church know little of that
Centre for the Study of World Evangelisation in Nairobi,
kind of fellowship. Yet essenKenya,
tially that is the church. The
film may help convey that
The survey indicates large losses in the western world, accordtruth to non-Christians who
ing to Dr. David Barrett, Director of the Centre.
see it — anti if the same
In the past twelve months, evangelised persons during the
quality of unjudging, forgivfor instance, about 1,815,100 past year. That rate is increasing, welcoming love comes
adult professing Christians in ing significantly each year.
across to them from ChrisEurope abandoned the faith to
The encouraging acceleration
tians they know the film will
become agnostics, atheists, or in evangelisation through a
have real evangelistic impact.
adherents of non-Christian wide variety of methods was
religions or cults.
It was a delight to learn
observed in Asia, Africa, and
North America also regist- Latin America, according to
that Jay Robinson, the actor
ered a decline of 950,000. All the report.
who gives such an effective
these arc net figures, Barrett
The total , global picture
performance as Colson's law
points out, and they indicate
indicates that net losses and
partner Dave Shapiro,
total defections minus total gains nearly offset each other.
became a Christian as a result
additions
(conversions
to Projections indicate that the
of
the making of the film.
Christianity).
decade of the PMI's is likely
During the same period,
to see more people won to the
however, churches in the Third Christian faith than in all
BRIGHT (Vie)
World have experienced previous history and more
Cook's Pioneer Holiday
phenomenal gains. In Africa, practising CIL'istians defecting
Flats
the survey reveals a net gain
from organised Christianity
Fully self-contained. Set
of 6,052,800 new Christians in
than in any previous era,
amidst acres of beautiful
the past year — or 16,600 new
Barrett states.
parkland. Large. clean and
believers each day.
a
The computerised survey is
comfortable hats with 1, 2
South Asia is another bright
based on an exhaustive analysis
and 3 bedrooms. An ideal
The
members
of
an
evangelism
team
which
will
spend
three
weeks
in
Africa
meet
with
spot for the Christian faith. of statistics from the world's
holiday spot for all age
Churches and parachurch 223 countries, its 6,270 Ohno- Episcopal Church ('enter staff members Bishop Richard B. Martin, Executive for Education
groups. Children
agencies of all Christian trad- linguistic groups, its 50 major
for Ministry' and the Rev A. Wayne Schwab, Evangelism Staff Officer, both at the far end of
welcome.
itions evangelised just over religions. and more than 9,000 the (able. The team of four young persons and two ministers will work directly with Evangelism
Box 8. Bright (Vic)
34,813,000
previously
un- Christian denominations.
Ph: (STD 55) 1233
and youth ministry groups in Kenya.

Converted Making the Film \-

CHURCH YOUTH STUDY
AFRICAN EVANGELISM

WORLD CHURCH REGISTERS
HUGE LOSSES AND GAINS
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Teenagers Follow Up
Each Other

T11,c,,,/,!k,Eyqyalian

teenagers referred from the Billy Graham Crusade
are currently being followed up in New South Wales
high schools.
At Scripture Union Head- lives in what Scripture Union
quarters in Sydney, a team of have called ISCF "Scafvoluntary workers — folding Groups".
housewives, retired couples,
May ISCF Conferences
University students on
I ah Work at ( hristian Nigh
holidays and unemployed equipped students further in
follow-up
of their fellow
graduates — have referred
8500 students to Christian students. An average of 30
teachers in their schools. students attended the four
Students as far afield as conferences (West, NorthAlbury and Casino went for- West, South and North),
where the theme was "Follow
ward at the Crusade,
Inter-School Christian Up and Continuing
Rev lain Murray and Pastor Al Martin who will he in
Evangelism".
Christian Communily High School at Regents
Fellowship (ISCFs) and
Australia for Ministers conferences.
Follow-up was not without Park/Lidcomhe has recently taken the first steps in a
Crusaders (in non-state
schools) have received a its humour for the voluntary big expansion programme to provide accommodation
tremendous boost as a result workers at Scripture Union for its growing enrolments, which are expected to reach
of the influx of new Chris- headquarters. One referral 200 next year.
tians,
and teenagers, who slip made mention of "KenDetails of the project were evidence of God's blessing on
Applications from tit erseas and interstate are being
have been Christians longer bury" High School another revealed by Mr David Magill, the School, the Principal,
receised for two Banner of Truth Ministers Conferences
than their fellow students are of "Clara" High. New the President of Christian Rev Robert Frisken said:
to be held in Australia in August and September.
being instrumental in follow- Schools? No. Just strive for Community Schools Limited. "The children are beginning
They are the first two conCanterbury and Killara•
Both meetings would be at up.
He also said there has been to think like Christians and
ferences ever held in this
They invite new Christians
7.30 pm and there would be a
One hundred and fifty- a tremendous response to understand what it means
country.
to ISCF and Crusader groups eight referrals were sent In- amongst Baptist Churches to to live as Christians in an incollection towards expenses.
The first will be at New
and befriend them in the ear- t erstate and Overseas to the concept of Christian creasingly secular world.
Day sessions are limited to
College, University of NSW,
ly stages of their Christian E ngland and America
Community Schooling, with They have developed a real
ministers, missionaries and
from August 27 to 29,
several churches already in- community of believers that
theological students.
followed by the second in
vestigating the feasibility of has crossed denominational
Melbourne a week later.
In addition to speaking at
starting a school. A second barriers, and are growing
the conferences, speakers
There will also be a oneprimary school will start strongly in their witnessing
day conference at Tamworth would preach on Sunday.
first-term next year in the both inside and outside the
Pastor Martin has been asked
on Saturday, August 25.
Riverstone-Schofields School.
Chairman of the NSW to occupy the pulpit at the
Church.
As we watch the developorganising committee (Pastor Reformed Baptist Church at
"The three and a half years ment of these children as they
Allan T. Rowe) said Ryde in the morning and at
since the High School open- grow up into Christ we begin
that priority would be St Barnabas' Broadway in
ed," Mr Magill said, "have to glimpse the potential of a
given to those applying for the evening.
shown clearly that, next to a wide network of schools
full-time residential acMr Murray is to preach at
Christian home, a Christian training large numbers of
commodation.
St George's Free
school is the most powerful children.
"Attendance at two public Presbyterian Church in
influence for good in the
"With two-thirds of next
meetings at night will be Castlereagh Street and St
training of children."
year's planned in-take
limited by the number of Giles' Presbyterian Church,
The past 12 months have already in hand, enrolments
residential and non- Hurstville.
been a period of significant at the High School are set to
residential applications
growth in both enrolments reach the 200-mark in 1980,"
The Westminster Society
received," said Mr Rowe.
and
the lives of the children. Mr Magill said. "To cater for
of the Presbyterian Church
'It is fortunate that the
During the school's annual this growth, two additional
facilities at New College are of Australia has arranged a
camp at the end of first-term blocks ofJand have been parpublic rally at Scots Kirk,
ideal.
and the recent Billy Graham chased. The .School Board
Margaret Street, on the even"We are looking forward
Crusade, almost half the and the Regents Park Church
g of Wednesday, August
to an outstanding time of 2in9.
children recorded decisions have also begun planning a
ministry and fellowship."
Cost of the conference is Young people at ISCF camp learning how to follow up their for Christ either for conver- major building programme
The principal speakers are
sion
or re-commitment.
to provide the needed school
peers converted at the Graham Crusade.
the Rev lain Murray, of the $30 for residential registraCommenting on this and church facilities."
Banner of Truth Trust, and tion and $20 for nonresidential.
The
daily
cost
of
Pastor Al Martin of Trinity
SIO includes the $5 registraBaptist Church, New Jersey.
then fee which is included in
An Australian, Dr Graeme
b charges.
Goldsworthy, will speak on theabove
Information may be ob"The Reformed Pastor and
tamed from the secretary, the
the Challenge of the 1980's".
Mr Murray's subject for Rev Peter Swinn, The Manse,
the public meeting on Mon- 43 Lincoln Crescent, Jannali,
day. August 27, would be 2226.
"The Rediscovery of
Those wishing to conPreaching", which would tribute towards the cost of
deal with the Reformation.
bringing the speakers to
Pastor Martin would speak Australia should send cheon the following night on ques to Mr Gordon Winton,
"The Call and Commission 56 Lucinda Avenue,
of the Preacher".
Wahroonga.

Christian High School's
Big Development
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Is Carter's Christianity a Charade?

BANNER CONFERENCES

The Australian Church Record has been
bringing the news on Church affairs for
nearly 100 years

an independent
provocative
evangelical voice
Bringing you the most important Church
news from Australia and overseas every two
weeks.

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Enter me as a new Subscriber to the Australian Church
Record. I enclose $6.00. Subscription for 12 months'
issues.
Post coupon to The Church Record Ltd, Square Level. St
Andrew's House, Sydney Square. Sydney, NSW. 2000.
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•

Al the Farewell to Canon M. C. Newth, Headmaster of St Andrew's Cathedral School at the Sydney
. Town Hall recently., some
Choristers sang a specially composed psalm for their Head on his retirement after thirty-eight years as Headmaster of the
Cathedral School.

"THE PARABLE OF THE GOOD AUSTRALIAN"
by Lance Shilton with apologies to Luke
"A certain family went down by boat from Vietnam to Australia and fell among pirates,
who stripped them of their clothing, raped and wounded them and departed leaving them halfdead.
"And by chance there came down certain neighbouring Asians that way and when they
sighted them, they passed them by. And likewise a United Nations Committee, when it was informed, took a good look at the problem and passed a new resolution.
"But certain Australians as they journeyed came where the family was stranded. And they
went to them, bound up their wounds giving them food and clothing and brought them to their
own country and took care of them.
"And on the morrow when they departed, they took out two days' wages and gave it to the
welfare agency and said unto them, 'Take care of them and whatsoever thou spendest more
when / come again I will repay.'
"Which now of these three thinkest thou was neighbour unto those who fell among
pirates?" And he said, "They who shewed mercy upon them."
Then said Jesus unto them, "Go and do thou likewise."

Every time Paul mentions
glorious blessings he persists
in telling us that we get them
"through our Lord Jesus
Christ".
— M. L-Jones
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Subscription is trots per year. posted.
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"God is the rebel"
The problems of Christians in
Viet's heartless regime

page 2
• Combined
Christ/Moslem Human
Rights Centre —
Evangelical Idea
page 4
• Dr Craddock — Teens
Independence with
lnterpendence

page 6

• Sydney Lecture
Bishop John Robinson

page 5

Relates the NT

Meeting the Little People — President Jimmy Carter greets a group of youngsters after leaving church services in Washinitton. Mr
Carter
ducked under a rope to reach the children. Photo Courtesy American Consulate.

Wesley Pippert, White House correspondent for United Press International is the
author of a book soon to be published entitled "The Spiritual Journey of Jimmy Carter".
He investigates the claims of the first President of the United States to be an en'vangelical
Christian. Page three tells part of the story of how Jimmy Carter functions as a Christian,
his own convictions and his motivation with reference to the political arena especially the
recent peace initiatives in the Middle East. Pippert answers the question wht'ther the
President has simply made political capital from the rising acceptance in the USA of "born
again" Christianity. The extracts are published with permission of Macmillan Publishing
Co.

The management of our money is a complex business
at the best of times. Our present consumer society
doubles the problem for us.

Become a subscriber now through our
special introductory offer: $6 for 12 months'
issues (Normal Subscription $10).
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Never before has it been so easy to buy now and pay
later for the whole range of commercial goods and
services. Never before has the advertising business had
such a captive market or indeed a coloured format
reaching into the homes of vast numbers that have
colour television. But even black and white is extremely
effective in slowly but surely convincing us that we
could have it, that we should have it, that see must have
it.
Whether it be from the bank with a statement of the
activities of our bank card, or from a commercial
trading house witnessing our capitulation to their
goods, many Christian people find that their income in
being tithed for them by the consumer society, and that
they are running up debts they would never have before.
Some Christians are declaring that we are doing the
right thing by the country, spending lots of our money
for it helps to stimulate the economy, and so we should
spend zs loyal Australians. The present credit system is
really operating in the interests of Australia, and we
ought to be behind moves to help the unemployment
problem. Why, if all curbed their spending what a
disaster this would be for the country?
It would be easy to hide behind such an argument, but
for the fact that we are called upon to reflect on the use
of our money by the Gospel truth of the Lord Jesus.

• Logos visits Aust page 8

• What on earth is
humanism
Do you know?

page 2

• Letters
Help my eleven acres
Mrs Creasey's defence

page 6

Tithe or the Bank Card will
Though He was rich indeed, He emptied His pockets
and became poor for our sakes, that through His action
as a pauper, we might become rich. 2 Cor:8. Paul
unashamedly brings together the fact of the cross and
the Christian's cash. He says one has a decisive bearing
on the other. 'That in itself ought to give us a sober
attitude towards our money. The Christian, the
,Congregation and the Denomination can only receive its
money in the light of that truth and spend it for that
truth.
Our present consumer society also makes it difficult
to give money for the needs of others whether for a
personal problem, or our congregation or for a group
interested in gospel extension.
The notion of sacrifice has not only become a dirty
word in our contemporary society, but also one missing
from the vocabulary of those who make appeals for
money for Christian work. And where-are the pulpits
that demonstrate both in deed as well as in worn that
sacrificial giving is the Christian way?
Our society is out to get as much for itself for as little
cost as possible to itself, and that is because it is
unacquainted with God who sends down every good and
every perfect gift from above.
But what about the Christian community? We treat
lightly the issue of covetousness. We do no: treat it with
the horror it deserves. We would regard a Third World
Christian who sought to combine the worship of the
Lord Jesus with Buddah or Allah with horror. Yet we.
fail to see the worship of the Lord Jesus and the love of

the material possession of life is on a comparable level
wilt that form of syncretism and is idolatry according
to t is Scriptures. We would regard it as bizzare to stand
before a newly-acquired material possession and sing
"He ly, holy, holy," yet that is the logical outcome of
idols try which is covetousness.
Co .tetousness makes us insensitive to the needs of
other.. It becomes a way of life. It is taken up with
"me" and "my" and "we" and "ours". It puts flesh
and hood on a level with material objects and it
effectit ely closes our hearts to the real values of life. It
insidiously teaches our children by the most effective
example, namely ours that this is what matters most. It
is sure to bring the judgment of God upon our heads
and our children's and our churches and our
denomin ition.
What 1; the solution to the endemic problem of our
cancerous covetousness for the Christian? Let your tithe
have first :Paint on your income and any further needs
that may c mstitute a legitimate call on your portion of
the good gift that comes from your Father, namely your
salary.
We have - eached a stage in our contemporary world
that if you do not set your heart to manage your
finances in ihe way the Scriptures tell us, you will be
overtaken by another way that is totally alien to your
Christian proiession and a complete denial of it.
Tithing is not outdated, it is simply that we have been
updated by
world that is quietly but effectively
squeezing us it I s its mould.
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